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Congaree National Park aims to preserve its natural and cultural resources while 
protecting these benefits for current and future enjoyment. Hydrologic features make up a 
large portion of the park and attract visitor recreation. There are several known sources of 
pollution that enter these waterways, mainly from upstream sources of waste discharge. 
The national park and its surrounding areas hold great ecological significance, however, 
there are many threats to the surface water quality in this area. Water quality degradation 
can impact the ecosystem, wildlife, and visitor experience. This project specifically 
considers exposure to fecal contamination in surface waters from upstream and local 
sources. In addition to its detriments to the environment, exposure to fecal contamination 
also poses a risk for human health in recreational waters. The overall goals of this project 
were to assess fecal contamination levels in the waters of the Congaree National Park and 
to design a monitoring program that incorporates citizen science to regularly test for 
bacteria levels in park waters. Through the course of this project, bacterial water quality 
sampling was conducted, and the analyses reviewed, and the sampling methodology was 
optimized and documented to be transferable to a citizen science program. Development 
of a citizen science approach allows for sustainable practices and civic engagement with 
results that can benefit both park and public information, while minimizing staff 
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Congaree National Park (CONG) in Hopkins, South Carolina was the state’s first 
national park. CONG preserves and protects approximately 27,000 acres including forest, 
floodplains, and surface water systems. Along with its unique ecosystem, national and 
state champion trees and biological diversity, CONG is also well-known for its old-
growth bottomland hardwood forest, which is the largest remaining intact area of its kind 
in the southeastern United States. The floodplain forests of CONG regularly receive flood 
waters from the Congaree and Wateree Rivers, as well as additional tributary systems.1 
According to the Foundation Document for CONG, “The park is sustained by the 
rivers that bound it. Periodic floodwaters from the Congaree and Wateree rivers sweep 
through the bottomland forest, carrying nutrients and sediments that nourish and 
rejuvenate the rich floodplain ecosystem and its diverse assemblage of plants and 
animals.”2 
Hydrologic features make up a great part of the resources and visitor appeal of 
CONG, as most of the park is either aquatic, wetland, or floodplain. CONG is bordered 
by the Congaree River and the Wateree River, as well as additional tributary systems in 
the park include Cedar Creek, Tom’s Creek, Dry Branch, and others which feed the 
Congaree and Wateree Rivers. Cedar Creek is arguably the primary hydrologic feature 
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within park boundaries as it runs through the majority of the park, connects other water 
systems, and is frequently used for recreation by park visitors. CONG floods several 
times per year with overflowing waters from the Congaree and Wateree Rivers as well as 
tributary rivers, creeks, and lakes. Therefore, even surface waters external to the park 
contribute to the floodwaters that cover park land during floods, carrying nutrients and 
pollutants from the earth, soil, and impervious surfaces back into surface water systems.2 
 River and creek systems within the park, as well as those that contribute to the 
park’s floodplain, provide for a diverse and bountiful habitat for a multitude of 
organisms. As well as being home to a variety of species, CONG also entertains more 
than 160,000 visitors per year. Visitors enjoy the park through canoe tours, kayaking, 
camping, fishing, bird watching, and hiking along trails and boardwalks. With such a 
majority of the park’s area being either aquatic or wetland, a significant portion of visitor 
experiences at CONG are directly related to its water systems. Many activities put park 
visitors, volunteers, and staff in direct contact with river and creek waters.1 
1.2 SIGNIFICANCE 
 Each national park provides a document that outlines the mission of the National 
Park Service (NPS) as well as the individual park’s purpose, significance, fundamental 
resources and values, and management practices.2 According to the Foundation 
Document for CONG, there are several natural resources of high value to CONG that are 
to be protected through management practices. These are considered fundamental 
resources and include the following: bottomland hardwood forest, big trees, floodplain, 
Cedar Creek, biodiversity, wilderness, and historic and prehistoric sites. The most 
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significant attributes of CONG which influence park planning and management due to 
their importance are outlined as follows: 
• “Congaree National Park protects the nation’s largest remaining tract of 
Southern old-growth bottomland forest and a significant expanse of 
associated floodplain.” 
• “Congaree National Park preserves unique regional cultural history, 
archeological sites, and landscape features that document evolving 
agricultural, commercial, and social practices in the bottomlands and forests 
of the South Carolina Midlands.” 
• “The Congaree National Park Wilderness preserves the wilderness character 
of the largest expanse of old-growth bottomland forest in the National 
Wilderness Preservation System and provides opportunities to experience 
solitude, challenge, and adventure that are unique to this landscape”2 
Portions of Cedar Creek within CONG boundaries are designated as National 
Resource Waters (NRW) and Outstanding National Resource Waters (ONRW). The 
ONRW recognition is reserved for water bodies that have both remarkable water quality 
and great ecological significance. This designation is especially beneficial for the 
protection of water systems as it can be used as a management tool by discouraging 
development and promoting protection of water quality. Waters with such designations 
should maintain a high standard of water quality conditions and have strict restrictions 
regarding dumping or discharge of urban or agricultural waste.3 Additionally, CONG is 
included in an area designated as an international Biosphere Reserve by the United 
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Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). This international 
recognition defines and protects areas of environmental and cultural significance and also 
promotes sustainable development in such areas.4 
1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Good surface water quality is beneficial to various aspects of CONG including visitor 
experience, health of habitats, and wildlife success. Water quality degradation by fecal 
contamination is of particular concern in this area, especially considering potential 
bacterial pollutants from upstream sources such as faulty sewage systems and waste 
discharges which are further outlined in Chapter 3. Animal sources of fecal 
contamination also have high potential to contaminate CONG surface waters from 
upstream agricultural land and from animal populations, both native and non-native, that 
inhabit the area.5 The various sources of fecal contamination and potential for high levels 
of such contamination is concerning due to potential water quality degradation and 
human health concerns. Exposure to fecal coliform bacteria, especially E. coli, can be a 
major risk to human health. Some strains of Escherichia coli (E. coli) are pathogenic and 
can cause very serious illnesses in humans including gastrointestinal (GI) illness and 
bacterial infection.6 
There is local understanding and concern regarding fecal contamination in park 
waterways. Significant threats to contamination of surface waters include human waste 
discharge and agricultural runoff. Due to the significance of water quality to the park, 
improvement of water quality monitoring is in the top 20% of priorities for the CONG 
five-year strategic plan. It is of high priority in the CONG “data needs” planning to 
establish a water quality monitoring database to inform both park staff and visitors about 
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water quality trends.2 Planning for management that protects this this resource includes 
collecting water quality monitoring data and expanding monitoring sites to monitor 
waters entering and exiting the park.2 The specific need for bacterial water quality 
monitoring in recreational waters of Congaree National Park aims to protect both water 
quality and human health. 
1.4 OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective of this project was to develop and establish a water quality 
monitoring program in Congaree National Park to address monitor levels of bacterial 
contamination. Due to staffing and resource limitations, there is currently no regular 
bacterial water quality monitoring being conducted directly by the park. Recent water 
quality testing done by other groups in and around the park have usually excluded 
bacterial parameters. This proposed program would regularly test for total coliform and 
E. coli bacteria concentrations at multiple sites within CONG, mainly along Cedar Creek. 
Water quality monitoring would analyze changes in bacteria concentrations over time and 
how they are related to factors such as precipitation events or seasonal patterns. 
 In order to address the realities of staffing limitations and create a sustainable 
program that can be continued in the park, this water quality monitoring program was 
developed and proposed as a citizen science project. CONG has a large and enthusiastic 
base of volunteers that are regularly involved with park projects. Executing this 
monitoring program as citizen science and allowing for volunteer participations creates 
potential to sustain this project to continue into the future. To make this possible, project 
objectives also included creating and compiling documents to guide the continuation of 
bacterial water quality monitoring. 
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1.5 DOCUMENT OVERVIEW 
There were various factors and steps that each played a significant part in the 
completion of this project, which are each laid out through this document. The document 
is organized as follows: literature reviews are detailed in Chapter 2, providing 
background for developing this program for CONG. Chapter 3 details preliminary 
bacterial water quality sampling, including methods and results. The methodology 
practices and results were taken further to adopt this project for citizen science and other 
types of transferability, which can be seen in the chapters that follow. Part of this 
adoptability was explored in Chapter 4, which analyzes laboratory methodology 
alternatives for scenarios of limited laboratory resources, funding, or time. Then, Chapter 
5 outlines all of the steps taken to develop and implement a citizen science bacterial 
water quality monitoring program, including documentation for CONG to use for the 
continuation of this project. Continuing with the idea of adoptability, Chapter 6 provides 
professional recommendations, specific to CONG, on the benefits of continuing bacterial 
water quality monitoring and the feasibility of doing so. The overall findings and 
understandings as they were developed through this project are summed in Chapter 7, 







The main purpose of conducting a thorough local literature review was to better 
understand the topics of this project and how they have been addressed in the past. 
Research projects, local partnerships, and CONG management efforts were each topics of 
interest. Research topics include fecal contamination in surface waters, bacterial water 
quality monitoring, the use of citizen science in national parks, and relevant research 
projects that have been conducted in CONG boundaries. Relevant research projects have 
included short-term water quality sampling in and around CONG that have been 
conducted by organizations or university students in partnership with CONG.  
2.2 WATER QUALITY CONCERNS 
There are several potential threats to surface water quality in the watersheds 
impacting CONG. CONG is approximately 20 miles downstream from the state capital of 
Columbia, South Carolina as seen in Figure 2.1. The city of Columbia has a 2018 
population of 133,451,while the metropolitan statistical area of Columbia has a 
population of 832,666.7 While CONG protects over 20,000 acres of undeveloped land, 
the large, metropolitan areas of developed land and their proximity to the park are 
potentially detrimental to surface water quality. 
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CONG is located at the downstream end of the Saluda and Broad River basins, both 
of which feed surface water to CONG. Figure 2.2 shows the major river basins of South 
Carolina and highlights the two river basins, Broad and Saluda, which feed CONG – 
represented by a dot in the center of the state. This figure and others was obtained from 
the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) Watershed 
Atlas, which is an interactive online map with data available regarding various 
geographic data.8  
The Saluda River Basin stretches from the Upstate to the Midlands of South Carolina. 
Among numerous over river and stream systems (totaling 5,609 stream miles) this basin 
includes the Saluda River, which joins with the Broad River to form the Congaree River 
at its confluence. The Saluda River Basin was comprised of mainly forested land making 
up 53.7% of land use, followed by 26.1% agricultural land, and 12.9% urban land as of 
2011.9 The other river basin contributing to CONG waters is the Broad River Basin 
which has the following land use breakdown: 60.6% forested, 23.8% agriculture, etc.10 
The Broad River spans all the way from North Carolina to the South Carolina midlands 
where it converges with Cedar Creek and multiple other creeks before meeting the Saluda 
River in Columbia.10 The Congaree River watershed includes the river itself along with 
the tributaries from Cedar Creek. In this area, land use includes 35.8% forested land, 27% 
agricultural, and 24.4% forested wetland. Land use in these river basins is demonstrated 
in Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.9 
The Clean Water Act (CWA) was established in 1972 by US Congress, and under this 
law, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates surface water 
quality by controlling pollutant discharges. The CWA establishes water quality standards 
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for pollutants, sets regulations for wastewater discharges, and restricts the discharge of 
pollutants without a registered permit. These permits are National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) permits which are regulated by the EPA and authorized by 
the state government, such as South Carolina DHEC.11  
NPDES permits are required for sites of point source discharges including 
wastewater treatment plant effluent, private or residential wastewater discharge, and 
stormwater discharges from industrial, municipal, or construction areas.12 Upstream of 
CONG, there are a few dozen known waste discharge sites, permitted by DHEC as 
NPDES locations. Figure 2.6 shows each NPDES permit site and highlights the Broad 
and Saluda river basins.8 Among these sites are two of the largest wastewater treatment 
facilities in the state, both of which are located directly on the Congaree River less than 
20 miles upstream of CONG. Figure 2.7 shows the West Columbia wastewater treatment 
plant and Columbia sewage treatment plan as well as their proximities to the Congaree 
River.13 
The presence of fecal contamination in recreational waters is associated with higher 
risk of GI illnesses due the potential that E. coli bacteria is present. The EPA considers 
E. coli to be a good predictor of GI illness risk in fresh recreational waters. The EPA 
water quality criteria previously recommended that fecal coliform bacteria be used as 
water quality indicators for recreational waters. However, beginning in 1983, studies 
showed that E. coli is the best predictor of illness risk in recreational fresh waters. 
EPA’s 1986 water quality criteria identifies the standard of E. coli levels in recreational 
waters to be an average of 126 CFU/100ml.14 Colony forming units (CFU) and Most 
Probable Number (MPN) are used interchangeably and both represent measurements of 
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bacteria in a sample.15 The EPA recommends that individual states set water quality 
criteria that consider risk management.14 In South Carolina, DHEC water standards 
indicate that E. coli concentrations in freshwaters should not exceed a monthly mean of 
126 MPN/100ml or a daily maximum of 349 MPN/100ml.16 DHEC quality criteria for 
freshwater are listed in Appendix A. 
To understand the impact of land use on water quality, a recent article by Petersen et 
al. (2018) explores the relationship between local land use practices and water quality 
parameters.17 Results show that among different types of land use (e.g. forest, agriculture, 
developed) agricultural land was most associated with degraded water quality parameters. 
Sample sites with high agricultural land use had very low dissolved oxygen rates as well 
as the highest concentrations of E. coli, while the best water quality parameter results 
were found at sample sites with forested or undeveloped land use. This study also showed 
that fluctuations in precipitation events and runoff were related to changes in E. coli 
concentrations in surface waters.17 These findings are important for the sake of this study 
considering the significant and growing percentage of agricultural and developed land 
upstream of CONG. The Saluda and Broad river basins also contain dozens of swine, 
poultry, dairy, and cattle farms, including some in the immediate area of CONG as shown 
in Figure 2.8.8 Additionally, the immediate surrounding area of CONG, including private 
residences, schools, business, and industries is almost entirely on septic systems, and 
reports show septic failure rates as high as 72%.18  
Another potential source of fecal contamination in park waters is from animal 
populations within the park. There are significant mammalian populations such as deer 
and hogs regularly seen in park boundaries. Alligators may also cause concern for fecal 
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contamination while not overly abundant. Most importantly, American alligators show 
significantly higher concentrations of fecal coliform bacteria per weight of feces than any 
other population of concern.19 Especially concerning is the large population of non-native 
feral hogs that live in and around CONG. Along with causing detriment to the local 
habitat by the destruction of forest floor and uprooting of native vegetation, they also 
contribute to bacterial contamination of water sources.20 Fecal contamination is escalated 
from both large amounts of hog waste and increased soil erosion. Feral hogs pose a threat 
to natural resources in the park mainly due to the massive size of the hog population 
which is a result of the species being highly adaptive, reproducing quickly, and a lack of 
natural competitors.20 
2.3 IMPAIRED WATERS 
Water quality monitoring is conducted in the South Carolina by DHEC to assess 
trends and identify areas for improvement of water quality. DHEC regularly collects 
surface water samples from sites throughout the state to test for both chemical and 
physical water quality parameters which can inform management decisions.21 Results are 
compared to state water quality standards listed in the South Carolina DHEC Regulation 
61-68 Water Classifications and Standards. These regulations outline safe thresholds and 
limits for water quality parameters. These criteria from DHEC Regulation 61-68 are 
listed in Appendix A. By following these regulations, DHEC analyzes the data to identify 
areas of poor water quality, including the 303(d) list of impaired waters.16 
There are several impaired water sites from the DHEC 2016 303(d) list within the 
Saluda and Broad river basins which can be seen in Figure 2.9 while Figure 2.10 shows a 
closer image of 303(d) sites in and around CONG.8 Eight of these listed 303(d) sites are 
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within the Congaree River watershed and six sites are either within park boundaries or 
immediately adjacent (within 3 miles) of CONG. The six 303(d) listed sites directly 
impacting CONG are shown in Figure 2.11. Two of these sites, shown in red on Figure 
2.11, are 303(d) listed sites that are within the ONRW designated area of Cedar Creek.5 
Additionally, three of these sites, which are within CONG boundaries, are listed as 
303(d) impaired waters due to elevated levels of E. coli bacteria. Figure 2.12 shows the 
three sites, listed as impaired waters due to high E. coli concentrations, in relation to 
CONG. 
2.4 CITIZEN SCIENCE 
Several management and policy documents note the threat of fecal contamination in 
surface waters of CONG and the importance of protecting the waters of interest.3–5 
Citizen science can be a beneficial approach to implementing the collection and 
monitoring of bacterial water quality monitoring at CONG. Citizen science is a 
successful and growing concept that is especially popular in federal organizations, such 
as the NPS, because of their need for data collection as well as volunteer interest in 
working with such organizations. This approach engages active volunteers in scientific 
projects and data collection, even if they have little or no scientific experience. Citizen 
science aims to makes scientific processes understandable and approachable, and there is 
significant mutual benefit in that volunteers get hands on experiences as they contribute 
to projects in their local community or areas that they are passionate about, while 
organizations such as NPS are able to gain scientific data and results from the labor and 
assistance of citizen scientists volunteering their time.22,23 
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According to the guide, “Choosing and Using Citizen Science”, utilizing citizen 
science in data collection projects can be cost effective and it lessens the need for staff 
involvement. Studies regarding citizen science participations show extremely high 
interest in such opportunities and civic engagement in scientific projects.24 Citizen 
science is especially beneficial in long-term monitoring projects as many volunteers show 
interest in long-term involvement in which they can see and understand the benefit of 
their work. Monitoring programs generally require short time commitment but repeated 
over long periods of time. The use of this approach in monitoring is also efficient because 
it allows for larger groups to collect data which can broaden the scope of sampling and 
increase the number of samples collected. Data from citizen science monitoring programs 
can be used to provide the organization at hand with monitoring results, and such data 
can inform them of environmental concerns or resource management priorities.24 
Citizen science is also shown to increase engagement between organizations and local 
volunteers, creating stronger connections within communities. Some limitations of citizen 
science programs, however, include that volunteers need to be recruited, projects must be 
relatively simple, and several resources and materials are required. According to this 
guide, there are several factors that lead to the success of a citizen science approach, and 
they include: the establishment of a clear goal, the need for citizen engagement, access to 
the necessary resources, relatively simple protocol, and motivation for participant 
involvement. Citizens are generally highly motivated to be involved in projects that 
benefit their local community or organizations that they support. It is especially important 
for continued volunteer participation that there is a clear goal of the project that benefits 
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the local community, natural resources in the area, the leading organization, etc. as 
volunteer interest is driven by motivation to be helpful.24 
Citizen science in the NPS has been especially popular due to volunteer interest in 
being involved with national parks and the access to funding or resources for such 
projects.22,24 In 2012, for example, a citizen science project was developed within CONG 
with the goal to collect data on bird observations from park staff, volunteers, and visitors. 
This is a great example of citizen scientist involvement in a project with a simple 
protocol, as there is no prior experience or special skills required. Additionally, 
participation in this project may be motivated by the opportunity to drive, hike, and boat 
through CONG – an enjoyable experience that will also benefit understanding of bird 
populations in the area. Results were to be added to online databases which collect bird 
observations from all over the world where they are analyzed by scientists for monitoring 
trends in bird populations.25 Other examples in CONG include a partnership project 
which recruits volunteers to collect dragonfly larvae to be tested for mercury 
concentrations. Additionally, volunteers are involved throughout the year for organized 
butterfly counts in CONG to monitor the amount and types of butterflies found. 
An additional citizen science program that was proposed for CONG aimed to monitor 
surface water quality. This project, conducted in 2008, suggested regularly testing CONG 
surface waters for water quality parameters including pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, 
turbidity, and specific conductance. Sample collection was to be conducted by trained 
citizen scientists, for the park to receive regular water quality data. Bacteria concentration 
testing as a parameter of water quality monitoring was added to this project, however, the 
project is no longer active.26 
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Citizen science is a familiar concept to groups that work in and around CONG, and 
the base of volunteers willing to participate in the area is relatively large. In the 
immediate area, citizen science-based research and other volunteer or non-profit efforts 
related to natural resource management are very common through a wide variety of 
groups in the area. These organizations can serve as a great source of communication 
regarding water quality efforts as well as potential citizen scientists. Some of these 
organizations include the following: 
• The Congaree Land Trust conserves natural lands and waterways and works 
with the local community and volunteers to protect natural resources.27 
• The Friends of Congaree Swamp advocates for CONG through public 
awareness and supports volunteer efforts that benefit the park’s natural 
resources.28  
• The COWASEE Basin is a group of local community members and 
landowners surrounding the Congaree, Wateree, and Santee Rivers who work 
to protect the forests and floodplains including CONG.29  
• The Gills Creek Watershed Association regularly relies on volunteer help and 
donations to restore and advocate for the Gills Creek which has multiple water 
systems that flow into the Congaree River and to CONG.30  
Specifically considering citizen science success in the area, there are programs 
designed specifically for civic engagement to improve water quality. For example, the 
Adopt-a-Stream program is run through Clemson University and is entirely citizen 
science based. Citizen scientists are trained to collect water quality monitoring data and 
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upload it to an online database for screening and monitoring purposes. Participants are 
motivated to be involved by “adopting” an area of a stream or creek in their local 
community or in an area they are passionate about. Following their training, Adopt-a-
Stream participants are able to work individually and on their own time to collect water 
quality samples.31 The Midlands Rivers Coalition works to protect and promote water 
quality of South Carolina rivers by collecting regular data on bacteria concentrations. 
This organization partners with various groups such as the Congaree Riverkeeper, 
DHEC, the University of South Carolina (USC), local property owners and other 
stakeholders. Through this partnership, regular bacterial monitoring is conducted along 
the Congaree, Saluda, and Broad Rivers. Bacteria results are collected and analyzed 
weekly and sample results are posted on a public website (HowsMySCRiver.org) to 
inform local populations of up to date water quality parameters – including warnings 
when parameters, such as bacteria, are at unsafe levels for recreation.32,33 These examples 
of volunteer and non-profit efforts shows the success of citizen intervention in natural 
resource projects and supports the idea of citizen science as a feasible approach. 
2.5 RELEVANT RESEARCH PROJECTS 
Congaree National Park has partnered with several individuals and organizations for 
water quality testing and monitoring efforts in the past. Collaborations vary from USC 
faculty, staff, and students to federal organizations and such partnerships are mutually 
beneficial as it allows for researchers to utilize park resources and access protected areas 
for their work while the park benefits from the results and information collected. Patel 
(2010) explored the variability in fecal contamination throughout the Toms Creek 
watershed. Water quality samples were taken from sites both upstream of CONG as well 
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as within park boundaries. Patel (2010) also explored whether sources of fecal 
contamination at each site were from human or animal sources, to identify potential 
issues in waste discharge or animal population management. This project found that high 
concentrations of bacteria upstream of the park were mainly from human waste 
discharges. Bacteria concentrations internal to the park were very high and were 
attributed to both human waste discharge and animal waste. Animal populations 
contributing to high fecal bacteria contamination may be either native (e.g. deer) or non-
native (e.g. feral hogs).34 This project is very important for the topic of fecal 
contamination concerns in CONG because it demonstrated that there are high bacteria 
concentrations in park surface waters and also determined that both upstream wastewater 
discharges and excessive animal populations are significant sources of fecal 
contamination directly impacting the park.34 
An additional project internal to CONG was executed by a student in 2007 to analyze 
bacterial concentrations (Enterococci and E. coli) in surface waters of CONG. This 
project included sampling water along Cedar Creek, Tom’s Creek, Wise Lake, and 
Weston Lake and testing for bacteria concentrations. Bacteriological parameters were 
compared to EPA standards for recreational waters. It was determined that sample sites 
along Cedar Creek had the highest bacteria concentrations and results regularly exceeded 
EPA standards. Important takeaways from this project include the identification of high 
bacteria concentrations in CONG surface waters, the success of using the IDEXX Colilert 





Figure 2.1 This map was created in ArcGIS to represent the study area and its most 
significant hydrological features. 
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Figure 2.2 This map demonstrates the major river basins of South Carolina with the 
gray dot in the center of the state showing the location of CONG. This map was 
obtained from the DHEC Watershed Atlas.8 
 
Figure 2.3 This pie chart represents the percentage of different 
land use types in the Saluda River Basin according to DHEC.9 
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Figure 2.4 The division of land use in the Broad River Basin is 
demonstrated based on reports by DHEC.10 
 
 
Figure 2.5 The percentages of land use types in the Congaree 




Figure 2.6 Obtained from the DHEC Watershed Atlas, this map of South Carolina 
















Figure 2.7 This satellite image shows the location of two Columbia 
wastewater treatment plants in relation to the Congaree River.13 
 
Figure 2.8 This map of South Carolina is also from the DHEC Watershed Atlas 





Figure 2.9 From the DHEC Watershed Atlas, this map represents sites on 
the 303(d) list of impaired waters for 2016.8 
 
 
Figure 2.10 This map shows 303(d) impaired water sites near CONG.8 
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Figure 2.11 This map was created with ArcGIS to demonstrate 
impaired water sites in and around CONG with red sites 
representing sites on the ONRW portion of Cedar Creek. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 This map was created to demonstrate 303(d) sites in 








Concerns for fecal contamination have been outlined as wastewater discharges, 
agricultural runoff, septic failure, and animal populations (native and non-native) in the 
local area.18 It was also demonstrated that there are known point sources of waste 
discharge upstream from CONG and in close proximity to its receiving waters.12 There is 
also potential for water quality impairment due to the large population of feral hogs in 
CONG boundaries because of their unmanageable population and habitat disturbance.20 
Fecal contamination in this area is concerning because of its threat to degrade water 
quality in protected areas and ecologically significant waters of CONG, but also for the 
threat of human illness from contact with contaminated waters. For these reasons, it is 
important for CONG to understand fecal contamination trends in its surface waters. 
Following the same justification, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) is 
conducting a study at CONG which includes molecular source tracking (MST) of enteric 
bacteria in the Cedar Creek watershed. This project is being conducted mainly by staff of 
the South Atlantic Water Science Center of USGS.36 Part of this bacterial sample analysis 
project was completed in partnership with the USGS MST project and with the 
advisement of the aforementioned USGS staff. The main objective of the USGS MST 
project is to sample water at sites upstream, within, and downstream of park boundaries 
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to identify specific sources of fecal contamination at various sites. The goal of this design 
is to determine if contamination within park boundaries is from sources internal to the 
park (e.g. feral hogs) or from upstream, external sources (e.g. wastewater discharge, 
agriculture) for the sake of informing management decisions.36 
3.2 OBJECTIVE 
Collecting water samples in CONG and testing for bacterial concentrations had a two-
fold purpose. The first objective of this sample analysis was to compile and examine 
results from all bacterial testing conducted over the course of this project. Water samples 
were taken in CONG surface waters and tested for bacterial concentrations to inform park 
staff and visitors. Concentration results were observed in comparison to DHEC water 
quality standards to understand bacterial concentration trends in CONG waters and how 
they may differ based on factors such as precipitation. The second objective of executing 
sampling was to optimize the sampling methods and practice the procedures in order to 
transfer them to a citizen science training program. 
3.3 METHODOLOGY 
Water samples were collected periodically between September 2018 and October 
2019 to test for bacteria concentrations. Throughout the process of this project, sampling 
methods were slightly changed and improved based on further research, experience, and 
advice with the goal of creating a procedure that is transferrable for citizen science. 
Beginning in October 2018 and ending in June 2019, USGS field staff would collect 
water samples for the MST project and would simultaneously collect water samples for 
the sake of this project for a total of five sampling events. Otherwise, sample collection 
was completed individually, or with the assistance of park staff or volunteers. 
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Sample sites were mainly along Cedar Creek, as it is the area of highest significance 
and concern, but other sample sites included the Congaree River, Tom’s Creek, Dry 
Branch, and Myer’s Creek. Figure 3.1 is a map of sample sites from the USGS MST 
project proposal which includes both temporal sites to be sampled six times per year and 
synoptic sample sites to be sampled once per year during the high-water season.36 Shown 
on Figure 3.2 are all of the sample sites included in this bacterial sample analysis. The 
majority of sample sites are along Cedar Creek while the others (Tom’s Creek, Dry 
Branch, and Myer’s Creek above Cedar Creek) are tributary creeks that feed into Cedar 
Creek. 
Samples were collected by submerging a sterile bottle into the flow of water. Water 
samples were collected either in a 1-liter Nalgene bottle sterilized by autoclaving or in a 
sterile 100 ml bottle. After collection, sample bottles were immediately sealed and placed 
in separate Ziploc bags. Samples were kept cool by ice packs during collection and were 
then kept in an iced cooler. After returning from sample collection, all samples were run 
in the convertible laboratory space of the CONG Old-Growth Bottomland Forest 
Research and Education Center (OGBFREC) building. Samples must be run for bacterial 
concentration testing within 6 hours of collection.37 
Before testing water samples for bacterial concentrations, dilutions were made with 
sterile deionized (DI) water. There are two important justifications for diluting samples – 
the first being to get more accurate, quantifiable counts of bacterial concentrations. 
Without diluting environmental samples with high bacterial concentrations, it is very 
likely that concentrations will be underestimated. Secondly, the bacteria testing process 
being used requires detecting a color change to determine a positive result. A positive 
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result for fecal coliform bacteria is determined from a yellow color that can range from 
very pale yellow to a deep golden yellow. Environmental samples naturally have a 
brown, tan, or yellow color that can alter the reading of color change results. Therefore, 
dilutions are used both to reduce the color of the sample and the bacteria concentration. 
Dilutions were generally made in the factors of 1:1, 1:10, and 1:100 (sample: DI water), 
although dilutions were occasionally made at 1:0 and 1:1,000. Testing with three 
different dilutions also allowed for each sample site to be tested multiple times to also 
test for accuracy. All results were multiplied by a dilution factor in order to make results 
comparable. 
Water samples were tested for both presence and concentration of bacteria using the 
EPA-approved IDEXX Colilert test. The procedure for this method is attached in 
Appendix B. This method simultaneously tests for total coliform bacteria and E. coli. 
Each dilution of a sample is made in a sterile 100 ml sample bottle combined with a pre-
measured reagent which includes two carbon based nutrient indicators, ortho-
Nitrophenyl-β-galactoside (ONPG) and 4-Methylumbelliferyl-β-D-glucuronide (MUG). 
The reagent is gently mixed into the sample water until homogenized and then the liquid 
is transferred into a Quanti-Tray 2000, a plastic tray containing 48 small wells, 48 large 
wells, and one overflow well. The tray is then held in a rubber mold for stability and run 
through a Quanti-tray sealer, the process of which evenly distributes the 100 ml of 
sample liquid into the wells of the tray. The sealed tray is then labelled and incubated at 
35 degrees Celsius for 24 to 28 hours.37,38 
The process of identifying both coliform bacteria and E. coli in the sample is identical 
but occurs with separate nutrient indicators. During incubation, coliforms that are present 
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in the sample will metabolize ONPG to create a color change which can appear in a range 
of pale yellow to a golden yellow. A yellow well indicates a positive result for total 
coliform bacteria in that well and this test can identify even a single viable coliform per 
sample.38 In order to determine if a well is “yellow enough” to be considered positive, the 
IDEXX Comparator is used, which is a Quanti-tray 2000 filled with a pale-yellow liquid 
which matches the minimum color change that still indicates a positive result. In a similar 
process, the presence of E. coli in a sample will metabolize MUG during incubation and 
will make the liquid of a positive well fluorescent when viewed under a 365-nm 
ultraviolet (UV) light. If a well is both yellow and fluorescent under UV light, that well is 
positive for E. coli.38 
In order to quantify bacteria concentrations, yellow wells (positive for coliform) are 
counted and recorded with a maximum of 48 small wells and 49 large wells - including 
the overflow well as one large well. The same counting process is used for fluorescent 
wells that are positive for E. coli. The counts of small wells and large wells for both total 
coliform and E. coli are compared on the IDEXX MPN table. This method gives results 
for bacteria densities with MPN per 100 ml sample.37 The IDEXX MPN table is listed in 
Appendix C. As well as matching numbers on the MPN table by hand, MPN was also 
calculated using the IDEXX MPN Generator 1.4.4 computer application which allows the 
input of small and large well counts and outputs the corresponding MPN.38 Coliform 
counts, E. coli counts, and MPN results were documented in an Excel spreadsheet and 
MPN results were multiplied by the appropriate dilution factor when necessary. For 
example, MPN would be multiplied by 100 for a 1:100 dilution, by 10 for a 1:10 dilution, 
and by 2 for a 1:1 dilution. 
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For quality assurance, blank tests were run to test for contamination throughout the 
sampling and laboratory process. During sampling, a sterile sample bottle was filled with 
sterile DI water, sealed in a Ziploc bag, and carried into the field. These field blanks were 
treated the same as environmental samples and tested for bacteria. Cooler blanks were 
also used with the same process, keeping the sample in the field cooler. These blanks 
were used to check for contamination throughout the sample collection process. 
Additionally, lab blanks were run between one and three times throughout the testing 
process which included filling a sample bottle with sterile DI and testing for bacteria 
through the IDEXX system in the same way as environmental samples. The purpose of 
running lab blanks was to test for contamination throughout the laboratory practices. 
Different types of blanks were run to check for potential contamination and to identify 
where in the process it may have occurred. 
Total coliform bacteria are naturally occurring in the environment and are generally 
harmless as they do not always pose specific risk to human health. The presence of total 
coliform bacteria, however, indicates that there is a potential for fecal bacteria to be 
present. E. coli is a strain of fecal coliform bacteria that may be present in a coliform 
positive sample, and E. coli does have potential to cause human illness.39 Following the 
state water quality standards, average monthly E. coli concentrations should not exceed 
126 MPN/100ml and a single sample should not exceed 349 MPN/100ml. There is not a 
state standard for coliform bacteria in environmental samples. 
3.4 RESULTS 
Very early samples (September 2018) had the highest concentrations of coliform 
bacteria and E. coli compared to later sampling events. In event, environmental samples 
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were not yet being diluted, so it is possible that these results are not an accurate count 
which is justified with an extremely high standard deviation in comparison to other 
samples. For all following events, concentrations were variable, but are seen at more 
reasonable levels than the first event. Mean bacteria results for each sample site from 
every sampling event are listed in Appendix D. There were a handful of instances of 
sample site averages exceeding the state water quality criteria for E. coli of 349 
MPN/100ml. This standard is set for a one time maximum, although the standard for 
monthly average is 126 MPN/100ml. Although this data does not include monthly means 
from multiple samples in each month, approximately half of the results for E. coli 
concentrations exceed 126 MPN/100ml. Mean concentrations for each sample site and 
event are shown in Figure 3.3 and compared to both the EPA and DHEC E. coli 
concentration standards for recreational waters. 
Figure 3.4 shows E. coli concentration results for sampling events compared to the 24 
hour and monthly precipitation readings for that time. Precipitation results were obtained 
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Weather 
Service Forecast.40 Precipitation results must be considered with discretion because the 
weather station referenced is located in Columbia, SC approximately 15 miles from 
CONG so precipitation results are only suggestive, and not representative of the study 
area. However, this weather station is upstream of CONG so precipitation events could 
still impact CONG waters. In considering the association between precipitation events 
and bacteria concentrations, it is important to widen the scope of the time frame 
considered as earlier precipitation events could later impact runoff, water levels, and 
bacteria concentrations. For instance, the two highest E. coli readings were in September 
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2018 and October 2019. The 24-hour precipitation readings for these two sampling 
events were relatively high, and on both occasions, the highest 24-hour precipitation 
reading for the month was the day before the sampling event. In 2018, the highest daily 
precipitation was 1.62 inches on September 26th, and bacteria concentrations on 
September 27th were the highest readings throughout the project. Similarly, the highest 
daily precipitation for October 2019 was on the 19th, and on October 20th, E. coli 
concentrations more than doubled the state standard at 848.8 MPN/100 ml. 
For each sampling event, the Cedar Creek water level as measured by the USGS 
static gage was noted in order to compare water level to bacteria concentrations. The 
USGS National Water Information System shares creek height levels from their 
permanent gage on the creek in CONG.41 A higher creek height reading may suggest a 
precipitation event and higher bacteria concentration levels were generally associated 
with greater creek height. Figure 3.5 compares total coliform bacteria results from each 
sampling event with the gage height for that day and Figure 3.6 compares E. coli 
concentration results and gage height. Results also show that high concentrations of total 
coliform bacteria were not always indicative of higher E. coli concentrations and 
therefore cannot be predictive of E. coli results. Throughout each sampling event, no field 
blanks, cooler blanks, or lab blanks ever tested positive for any trace of bacteria. Each 
blank sample showed negative results for coliform bacteria and E. coli, indicating that 
there was no contamination through the sampling or testing process that could have 
altered sample results. 
The USGS MST project has completed sampling and is currently in the analysis 
phase. MST testing is meant to identify primary sources of fecal contamination in park 
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waters. Results from this project must be considered with the following disclaimer, "this 
information is preliminary or provisional and is subject to revision. It is being provided to 
meet the need for timely best science. The information has not received final approval by 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and is provided on the condition that neither the 
USGS nor the U.S. Government shall be held liable for any damages resulting from the 
authorized or unauthorized use of the information." The statement of results from USGS 
is as follows: “Based on preliminary results, frequent detections of the pig microbial 
source tracking marker indicate that feral pigs are common contributors of fecal 
contamination to the sampled water bodies of Congaree National Park. While the human 
marker was occasionally detected within the park, the detections were not at the most 
proximal downstream sites from the Park's on-site septic system, suggesting sources of 
human contamination may be external or from sources other than the septic system. The 
lack of detection of the cow MST marker and infrequent detections of the ruminant 
marker relative to detections of the human and pig markers suggest that neither cows nor 
deer are primary sources of fecal contamination to the sampled water bodies of Congaree 
National Park; however, testing to ensure all assays are equally sensitive would be 
necessary to prove this. This information is preliminary or provisional and is subject to 
revision. It is being provided to meet the need for timely best science. The information 
has not received final approval by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and is provided on 
the condition that neither the USGS nor the U.S. Government shall be held liable for any 
damages resulting from the authorized or unauthorized use of the information.” 
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3.5 DISCUSSION  
The preliminary results from the USGS MST project indicate that the biggest sources 
of concern for fecal contamination in CONG are from hog and human waste. The high 
concentration of human markers along the Congaree River sample sites is likely due to 
the wastewater treatment plants situated upstream of the Congaree River. Cedar Creek 
runs through CONG and sample sites along it had very frequent and concentrated 
markers for pig, likely due to the large population of feral hogs in CONG and 
surrounding areas. These results not only show that there are high levels of fecal bacteria 
and E. coli in park waters, but also identifies their most significant sources. This is 
beneficial for park information because it can influence future management decisions for 
the park based on the identified sources of bacterial contamination. This project identifies 
the following suggestions for best management practices that may be beneficial based on 
the results of this project: improving park infrastructure, relocating animal or human 
waste sources from ecologically sensitive areas, improving human waste treatment, 
increasing feral hog population management.36 
The IDEXX Colilert test has a maximum result of 2,419.6 MPN/100m. If samples are 
not diluted at a low enough concentration, it is possible to get inaccurate readings from 
this test that may show deceptively high concentration results. For example, a water 
sample from Cedar Creek with very high bacterial concentration run at a 1:0 dilution had 
100% of wells (28 small wells and 49 large wells) read positive for coliform bacteria. 
This translates to an MPN of 2,419.6 which is the maximum detectable MPN for this test. 
However, the same sample run at a 1:1 dilution, which is diluted by half, had the same 
positive results of 100% yellow wells. Dilutions of 1:1, 1:10, and 1:100 were run and 
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their calculated MPN results (multiplied by the dilution factor) were 4,839.2, 5,475, and 
6,630 MPN/100 ml. In this case, the undiluted sample (1:0) was removed from the 
calculated average MPN for that site to avoid a misleadingly estimation due to a 
procedural error. 
Overall results of this bacterial testing analysis show that E. coli levels are relatively 
high in CONG waters with concentrations reaching levels that could be unsafe for 
recreation. E. coli levels that surpass the outlined state water quality criteria greatly 
increase the risk of human illness through contact with contaminated water.16 Cedar 
Creek showed especially high measurements of bacteria and E. coli, which is concerning 
for recreational purposes such as boating and fishing. It is important to note, however, 
that CONG does not permit swimming. High bacteria concentrations in Cedar Creek also 
threaten the quality of this protected waterway. In comparison, bacteria measurements 
were lower in tributary creeks such as Dry Branch, Toms Creek than in Cedar Creek. 
Both coliform bacteria and E. coli can degrade water quality based on state and national 
standards and elevated bacteria contamination can decrease wildlife support in these 
areas. 
The association between water level and bacteria levels is also informative because it 
can suggest precipitation events or seasonal trends. It is generally expected that 
precipitation events will lead to increased bacteria levels in surface waters from 
floodwaters and runoff that sweep contaminants into waterways. These results also 
suggest slight seasonal trends in bacteria concentrations, with generally higher 
concentrations during warmer seasons. 
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3.6 CONCLUSION 
Bacteria concentration results were found to be variable, but relatively high as they 
approached or exceeded state water quality levels. E. coli concentrations are of particular 
concern and some results significantly surpassed the single sample criteria for E. coli 
concentration of 349 MPN/100ml. Half of the samples were above the monthly mean 
criteria of 126 MPN/100ml. All blank samples run through this procedure had negative 
results for bacteria concentrations. Cedar Creek samples generally had higher bacteria 
concentration results than other tributary creeks. The association between climate and 
bacteria concentrations can be seen in that high creek water levels were associated with 
spikes in bacteria concentrations on some occasions, especially during warmer months. 
Additionally, large precipitation events are shown to increase bacteria loading in that two 
of the days with greatest precipitation were followed by extremely high bacteria 
concentrations. These results can be used to inform park staff, volunteers, and visitors of 
known instances and risks of high bacteria levels. E. coli levels are especially concerning, 





Figure 3.1 This map from the USGS MST project demonstrates the study 
area and CONG boundaries as well as the location of sample sites.36 
 
Figure 3.2 This map was created to show the sites for water sample collection. 
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Figure 3.3 This graph shows the E. coli concentration results from each sampling 








Figure 3.4 This graph shows E. coli concentrations compared to the precipitation 








Figure 3.5 This graph shows Coliform bacteria concentrations for each sample site 
compared to the Cedar Creek water level at the time of sampling. 
 
Figure 3.6 This graph shows E. coli concentration results for each sample site compared 




ALTERNATIVES FOR WATER STERILIZATION METHODS
 
4.1 BACKGROUND 
According to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) there are several standards of 
water quality that need to be met for laboratory purposes. Laboratory water should be 
clean and pure in order to eliminate risk of variability of alteration of laboratory results. 
The NIH states that “does not interfere with the specificity, accuracy, and precision of the 
procedure.” While DI and reverse osmosis waters are purified to an extent, they are not 
considered sterile. Sterile water has been treated to remove traces of microorganisms and 
bacteria.42 
For the sake of the bacterial concentration testing explain in Chapter 3, it is crucial 
that the laboratory water used be sterilized. Laboratory water is a significant part of this 
project’s methodology because it is used as the base for sample dilutions as well as for 
blank samples. Using sterilized laboratory water is essential because it reduces the risk of 
altering bacterial concentration results.42 
Methods for water sterilization can be time consuming and inconvenient. Some 
methods require extensive laboratory equipment and resources. For the sake of bacterial 
concentration testing at CONG, all laboratory practices are conducted in the park’s 
learning center – a shared space for OGBFREC programs and educational opportunities 
(e.g. field trip and summer camp activities) as well as for staff use and storage. This 
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space is sufficient for this project’s needs and provides the necessary space and 
equipment to complete bacteria testing experiments. There are limited laboratory 
resources in this space and a set budget for all OGBFREC programs, which including this 
bacterial water quality monitoring program. 
4.2 OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this study is to explore various methods of water sterilization for 
laboratory use and their functionality. The main objective is to understand the efficiency, 
viability, and accessibility of each method for use in experiments such as bacterial 
concentration testing. Exploring these options will show differences in time requirements, 
cost, resources, and feasibility. The main goal is to present these options for use in 
scenarios of limited laboratory resources or funding. Considering this project of bacterial 
concentration testing at CONG and continuous monitoring, important factors for the 
sustainability of this project include that it is affordable, efficient, and can be completed 
entirely on-site.  
4.3 METHODOLOGY 
Multiple water sterilization methods were used through the completion of this project. 
Each option was influenced by the time and resources availability and they include: store 
bought distilled water, non-sterile DI water, DI water sterilized by autoclave, and water 
sterilized by a UV water purifier. 
The two water sterilization methods used include using an autoclave and the Steripen 
Ultra – a handheld UV water purifier that is generally used for back country sterilization 
of drinking water.43 The CONG learning center does not have equipment for DI water or 
an autoclave. In order to get DI water or to sterilize water using an autoclave, the student 
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transported equipment to the USC campus and used equipment in the Environmental 
Health Sciences (ENHS) department and laboratories.  
The Steripen equipment was purchased by OGBFREC, is relatively affordable, and is 
handheld.43 It can easily be used on-site at CONG and it is both user friendly and time 
efficient. In order to test the feasibility of this product as an alternative to water 
sterilization by autoclave, environmental samples were tested for bacteria concentrations 
before and after sterilizing water with the Steripen. 
The three water sources tested for this experiment were DI water, tap water from the 
Learning Center, and an environmental water sample taken from Cedar Creek. Each 
water source was tested for coliform bacteria and E. coli concentrations using the IDEXX 
Colilert system with methodology outlined in Chapter 3.3. The procedures for this 
method can be found in Appendix This method includes adding a reagent to 100 ml of a 
water sample, homogenizing, and transferring the liquid to a tray. The tray is then 
incubated which creates a color change and fluorescence if there is a presence of coliform 
bacteria or E. coli. The DI and tap water were tested without being diluted, but the 
environmental sample was run without dilution (1:0) as well as at dilution factors of 1:1, 
1:10, and 1:100 to ensure accurate bacterial concentration results since bacteria levels 
were expected to be high in this environmental sample. Approximately one liter of each 
water source was then treated with the Steripen following the product instructions. This 
basically involves turning the UV light on, choosing the amount of water being treated, 
submerging the light into the water, and stirring for 90 seconds.43 After each water type 
had been treated, they were tested with the IDEXX procedure an additional time. 
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The IDEXX method suggests testing bacterial samples within 6 hours of sample 
collection, which was successfully completed in the first round of the experiment. 
However, in order to see how additional treatments of the Steripen would affect bacteria 
concentrations, supplementary rounds of treatment were tested on the same 
environmental sample the following day. The Steripen advises one use of the 90 second 
treatment, but this experiment was extended by treating the environmental sample a 
second and third time and testing for bacteria concentration after each additional 
treatment. At the time of the second and third treatments, the environmental sample had 
been collected approximately 24 hours prior, so it is expected that bacteria concentrations 
would be lower than when the sample was originally taken. 
4.4 RESULTS 
Table 4.1 shows that both DI water and OGBFREC tap water had entirely negative 
results for both coliform and E. coli both before and after UV sterilization, indicating that 
the original water source had no bacterial contamination. Additionally, all blank samples 
(explained in Chapter 3.3) had negative results for bacteria in each instance. This 
indicates that none of the bacterial concentrations results throughout this testing were 
altered by laboratory water. 
Table 4.2 shows the total coliform bacteria results for the original environmental 
sample (before sterilization) and after each round of sterilization. Similarly, Table 4.3 
shows E. coli concentrations before and after sterilization. In testing the feasibility of 
water sterilization with the Steripen, the environmental sample was tested as an extreme 
case because it was expected to have bacteria concentrations significantly higher than any 
water source that would be used for laboratory practices. Before UV sterilization, the 
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average concentration of total coliform bacteria in the environmental sample was 
extremely high at 5,684 MPN/100 ml and E. coli concentration was 848.8 MPN/100ml, 
more than double the state standard for water quality of 349 MPN/100ml.  
Table 4.4 lists coliform and E. coli bacteria results after each round of sterilization 
and the percent reduction between each round. After just one round of UV sterilization, 
total coliform bacteria in the sample was reduced to 542.8 MPN/100ml (90.39% 
reduction) and E. coli concentration dropped to 89 MPN/100ml (89.51% reduction). For 
the additional testing of UV sterilization on the same sample, the environmental sample 
may have had a beginning concentration lower than the first sterilization results since 
these additional tests were done after the suggested time frame for bacterial testing of 6 
hours after sample collection. However, the second round of UV sterilization reduced 
coliform bacteria concentrations by an addition 99.13% from the first round, dropping the 
concentration to a minute 4.7 MPN/100ml. Additionally, the second round of UV 
sterilization reduced the E. coli concentration to zero, a 100% reduction. By the third 
round of UV sterilization, coliform bacteria concentration was reduced to zero as well. 
4.5 DISCUSSION 
A UV light Steripen was tested for feasibility as an alternative to using an autoclave 
to sterilize laboratory water. The use of an autoclave for the bacterial water quality 
monitoring program required additional time commitments and is not feasible for citizen 
science. This process included packing laboratory equipment from the CONG learning 
center, transporting equipment to the USC campus, and receiving both access and 
permission to utilize a USC professor’s laboratory equipment. The autoclave process for 
laboratory water takes approximately one hour, followed by an additional hour of waiting 
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for the water to cool before sealing the containers, packing the equipment, and 
transporting it back to CONG. While this process was extremely helpful through the 
course of this project and the ability to utilize USC lab equipment is greatly appreciated, 
this method is not feasible for the continuation of a water quality monitoring program.  
The UV Steripen alternative was successful in creating sterile laboratory water from 
either DI water or tap water. The UV sterilization method, applied once, successfully 
eliminated approximately 90% of bacteria in a highly concentrated sample. After three 
rounds of the UV sterilization method, a sample with extremely high coliform bacteria 
and E. coli concentrations was successfully sterilized and tests were negative for both 
coliform and E coli. Each round of UV sterilization takes only 90 seconds per liter of 
water. The Steripen could be used to sterilize DI, tap, or store-bought distilled water for 
use as laboratory water. To be entirely thorough, the water could be run through three 
rounds of UV sterilization, since this experiment showed that three rounds can eliminate 
even extremely high concentrations of bacteria. 
Autoclaves are extremely expensive pieces of laboratory equipment that require 
regular maintenance. While the OGBFREC has funding for research projects, the 
probability of allocating funds for an autoclave, utilizing space for it, and keeping up with 
maintenance is unlikely – especially considering it may not be used for many additional 
projects. The UV Steripen, however, is relatively affordable at about $100. It is also 
rechargeable and the bulb is estimated to work for up to 8,000 uses.43 The Steripen is also 
very efficient because it is handheld, user friendly, and can sterilize one liter of water in 
under 5 minutes. 
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4.6 CONCLUSION 
 This experiment compared two alternatives of water sterilization methods, using 
an autoclave or a UV Steripen, for laboratory water in resource-limited laboratory 
scenarios. The UV Steripen is demonstrated as a viable alternative to autoclaving 
laboratory water. The two methods were compared by cost, time, accessibility, and 
efficiency, and the UV Steripen was successful in each category. Results show that the 
Steripen effectively removes approximately 90% of bacteria from water sources after one 
round of sterilization and shows 100% reduction after three rounds. Therefore, UV 
sterilization is a more practical investment for labs with limited resources. 
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Table 4.1 Tap and DI Water Sterilization Results 
 
 





















Before Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 35 5 66.3 6,630.0 4.0 4,841.0 1,776.3
Before Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 49 28 547.5 5,475.0 4.0
Before Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 49 48 2,419.6 4,839.2 4.0
First Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 5 0 5.2 520.0 5.0 542.8 110.0
First Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 27 3 42.0 420.0 5.0
First Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 48 20 272.3 544.6 5.0
Second Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0 4.7 5.0
Second Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 1 0 1.0 10.0 4.0
Second Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 2 0 2.0 4.0 4.0
Third Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0
Third Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0
Third Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0
Dilution

















Before Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 6 2 8.4 840.0 4.0 848.8 108.8
Before Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 37 4 71.2 712.0 4.0
Before Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 49 26 488.4 976.8 4.0
First Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 1 0 1.0 100.0 4.0 89.0 13.0
First Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 9 0 9.8 98.0 4.0
First Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 24 3 35.9 71.8 4.0
Second Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0
Second Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0
Second Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0
Third Sterilization (1:100) 99 1 100 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0
Third Sterilization (1:10) 90 10 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0
Third Sterilization (1:1) 50 50 2 0 0 0.0 0.0 4.0
















DI - Before Sterilization 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
DI - After Sterilization 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
Tap - Before Sterilization 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
Tap - After Sterilization 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
Dilution Yellow Wells (Positive Calculations Fluorescent Wells Calculations
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Sterilization Coliform % Reduction E. coli % Reduction
Before Sterilization 5684.0 -- 848.8 --
First Sterilization 542.8 90.39% 89.0 89.51%
Second Sterilization 4.7 99.13% 0.0 100.00%




CITIZEN SCIENCE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
 
5.1 BACKGROUND 
Citizen science is a successful concept that is gaining popularity and becoming more 
common in organizations such as the NPS. National parks utilize citizen science for data 
collection and analysis that is informative and beneficial to the park. While park staff 
oversee the planning and execution of a citizen science program, it is the volunteered 
time and effort of citizen science that implement such projects and get results. Citizen 
science allows civic engagement and involvement in a project, that can provide results 
with great quality and accuracy.44 As described in Chapter 2.4, citizen science approaches 
are successful when the ideas and processes are transferrable. By creating approachable 
procedures through proper planning and volunteer trainings, citizen science can be 
executed by almost any interested volunteer. Therefore, scientific projects can be 
completed by citizen scientists with little or no scientific experience. This approach is 
mutually beneficial as it involves volunteers in efforts that they are enthusiastic about and 
provides the leading organization with project results or data collection. 
Citizen science is especially advantageous for data collection and observation because 
it allows for a greater scope of sample collection. For example, the Adopt-a-Stream 
program, as mentioned in Chapter 2.4 relies entirely on trained volunteers to collect water 
quality samples from all over the state of South Carolina. With this program, staff 
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involvement is limited and project funds can be put towards providing resources. In this 
case, citizen science is successful in reducing time commitments of several employees 
while significantly increasing the amount of data collected. Additionally, observational 
studies, such as the aforementioned volunteer bird count successfully use citizen science 
by recruiting community members that are already interested and involved in the topic. In 
both scenarios, civic engagement is motivated by the idea of benefitting the area, 
population, or organization of interest. Much like the Adopt-a-Stream program, this 
program development encourages local community volunteers to be involved and 
informed in the state of their local environment. Citizen science is a beneficial approach, 
but it works best in specific scenarios that have resources or funding available and can 
reach a large audience of volunteers. If this is the case, however, citizen science has the 
potential to greatly expand the reach of a project by increasing data collection. 
Citizen science is especially beneficial in areas where volunteer interest and 
participation is high. CONG has a large and enthusiastic base of volunteers in parks 
(VIPs) that are regularly involved in park projects. Many VIPs have expressed interest in 
hands on opportunities and volunteer research. The lack of water quality monitoring 
within CONG is mainly due to staffing limitations, so the use of citizen science bypasses 
that issue by giving the responsibility of data collection to citizen scientists. The 
overarching goal of this project is to develop and implement a sustainable, citizen science 
bacterial water quality monitoring program.  
5.2 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
The development of this program includes two parts: the creation of documentation 
that outlines water quality monitoring methods and practices for the completion of a 
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water quality monitoring event. Based on the experiences and improvements developed 
from the aforementioned sampling events and laboratory work in Chapter 2, the 
methodology for water sampling, bacteria testing, and results reporting is outlined in the 
training manual found in Appendix E. It also includes participant expectations, 
preparation for field sampling and laboratory work, safety considerations, sample 
collection methods, laboratory methods, and procedures for sample analysis. There is also 
a checklist for all of the required steps to complete a sampling event. 
Studies on the success of citizen science, as previously outlined, suggest that citizen 
science programs have a clear goal and concise instructions, especially when some of the 
work may be independent.24 This criteria were considered in creating thorough 
instructions that help to avoid inconsistencies in data collection by citizen scientists. The 
training manual also provides step by step instructions as well as a chronological 
checklist to make the design relatively simple and easy to follow. Successful citizen 
science programs also provide motivation for participation involvement by showing clear 
benefits of their work.24 This program is designed to provide the park with water quality 
results which can be used for informing visitors, monitoring environmental changes, and 
influencing management decisions. These goals will benefit both CONG and the local 
community. 
Program development also included designing, planning, and executing volunteer 
training sessions. Multiple training sessions were held with park staff and volunteers as 
well as members of the USC ENHS department. Volunteer training sessions include an 
overview of the training manual and program goals, field practice with site visits and 
sample collection, and hands-on laboratory practice. After the completion of a training 
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sessions, VIPs are trained and equipped to be involved in future sampling events and the 
continuation of the program. The results of sampling events have been recorded in a 
spreadsheet that can be shared with park staff and volunteers. This also includes 
formatting to calculate MPN results and average site concentrations. This is a running 
document that can be accessed by park staff and it serves as a base to collect all counts 
from sampling events. 
5.3 RESULTS 
Volunteer training sessions were continuously improved based on informal 
participant feedback. Trainings ranged from a few volunteers to a large group of 9 
participants. It was found that volunteer trainings were most successful with fewer than 6 
participants to have more one on one interaction. Early training events with colleagues 
and fellow students were used as trial training runs, but useful data was still collected. 
Through these trials, feedback and experiences helped shape changes and improvements 
that were made to the program design. Aspects such as scheduling and organization of 
the training session and the delivery of background information were improved. VIPs 
were generally very interested in getting into the field and hiking to sample sites. They 
were also generally enthusiastic about laboratory work and feedback indicated that the 
processes were relatively easy to learn. Feedback regarding improvements included 
taking less time to verbally explain guidelines and allowing VIPs to use condensed print 
outs of instructions to spend more time with hands on practice. There were several 
instances of training session participants expressing interest in further participation in the 
project. Additional VIPs and park visitors have also shown interest in joining future 
volunteer training sessions and sampling events. 
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5.4 TRANSFERRABILITY 
The documents and instructions created for the implementation of this citizen science 
projects are thorough enough to guide the program but are also general enough to be 
applied to a different area or organization. This project has the potential to be continued 
at CONG, but the methods and execution are transferrable to other scenarios. In order to 
make this information publicly available, this project has been submitted to 
CitizenScience.gov which is a website that catalogs citizen science projects funded by 
federal organizations (e.g. NPS) for public use. This website includes ongoing projects 
that are actively recruited and completed citizen science projects. This resource allows 
for increased knowledge, popularity, and volunteer recruitment for a project and also 
provides descriptions of various citizen science projects for inspiration or information. 







6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONG 
Based on the experiences and the results of this project, overall recommendations for 
CONG are to continue regular bacterial water quality monitoring. Findings from this 
project describe serious concerns of fecal contamination in park waters and relatively 
high levels of E. coli bacteria. The main sources of bacteria, including wastewater 
discharges, agricultural runoff, and animal wastes, are not expected to lessen. If anything, 
increases in population and development in the Columbia area, as well as upstream areas, 
will only continue to add to discharge of pollutants into surface waters. The CONG 
Foundation Document outlines trends that can impact ecological factors related to the 
park and its surrounding area into the future. Changes in climate trends that can impact 
water quality include increased precipitation frequency and intensity and higher winter 
temperatures which can impact ecological processes in the area and the wildlife in that 
habitat. Additionally, land use changes, water flow changes (e.g. dams), increased 
demand for groundwater, and upstream pollution can alter the floodplain and watershed.2 
While most factors contributing to water quality degradation cannot be controlled, 
CONG and partners must consider management practices that can help protect surface 
waters. With the feral hog population in CONG causing such detriment and contributing 
to fecal contamination in park waters, CONG should prioritize feral hog population 
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management. This idea is addressed and outlined in the foundations document and it is 
recognized that hog management has not been able to successfully reduce the population 
to an acceptable number.2 This is still the case at CONG and the impact of this population 
on water quality may make feral hog management even more of a priority. 
For the protection of surface waters in CONG, it is highly recommended that CONG 
continue the use of the citizen science bacterial water quality monitoring program 
presented in Chapter 5. The training manual and supplemental documents provided allow 
for CONG to continue the outlined methodology for collecting bacterial concentration 
samples from park waters. Park staff or educated VIPs should conduct additional 
volunteer training sessions for interested volunteers and continue implementing regular 
sampling events to collect data on water quality trends in CONG. Results from this study 
as well as those from a similar water quality testing project in 2008 found that Cedar 
Creek and Toms Creek had relatively low water quality. Other surface waters in the park 
that had generally higher water quality include Dry Branch, Wise Lake, and Weston 
Lake.35 
For convenience, the following list includes the short name for each sample site as 
well as any long name that each site has been referenced as throughout this document or 
on sample site maps. 
• BABR – Bannister Bridge / Cedar Creek above Myer’s Creek 
• CECR – Cedar Creek at Tom’s Creek 
• CONG – Cedar Creek at Congaree River 
• DRBR – Dry Branch 
• GAGE – Cedar Creek at gage / Bridge B 
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• KING – Cedar Creek at Kingsnake / South Cedar Creek 
• LAKE – Weston Lake 
• MYCR – Myer’s Creek above Cedar Creek 
• TOMS – Tom’s Creek 
 
Future sampling events should consider multiple factors when choosing sample sites 
including site accessibility, potential for human contact, ecological significance, and 
areas of concern. For instance, Cedar Creek is the hydrologic feature of greatest concern 
because of its ecological significance and previous results showing high bacteria levels. 
Sample sites have each been given a four-letter reference name for the sake of discussing 
sample sites moving forward. In consideration of accessibility, sample sites including 
KING and BABR are both canoe launches which are regularly used for fishing and kayak 
or canoe inputs. Based on these considerations and to provide options for the extent of 
sampling events, three options for sampling events are proposed: 
1. KING, BABR, LAKE 
a. Overview - This option for sample sites is the simplest and most accessible 
group of sample sites, therefore, it can be completely very quickly 
b. Accessibility – The first two sites are canoe launches which are only a short 
walk from a parking area. The third site is easily accessible by a short hike on 
a well-maintained trail. 
c. Significance – The first two sites are on Cedar Creek, which is an area of 
concern and all three sample sites have high potential for human contact.  
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d. Limitations – This option provides limited breadth of study results. LAKE is 
less of a concern for fecal contamination as it is less susceptible to significant 
pollution from upstream sources and has had relatively low bacteria levels in 
the past. 
2. KING, BABR, GAGE, DRBR 
a. Overview – This is the mid-range option for sampling events which 
balances the range of sample sites with adequate justification for each site. 
b. Accessibility – Again, the first two sites are easily accessible canoe 
launches. The GAGE sample site intersects with a popular hiking trail in 
CONG which makes it accessible by a moderate hike. DRBR is not on 
Cedar Creek but is rather a tributary creek that feeds into it. This site can 
be accessed by a moderate hike with some off-trail hiking.  
c. Significance – KING, BABR, and GAGE are all areas of high potential for 
human contact and sites on Cedar Creek. Additionally, Bridge B is in the 
ONRW portion of the creek. DRBR has previously had relatively low 
bacteria levels so it could be used as a comparison to understand the 
differences in levels along Cedar Creek. Results from this site would give 
insight on a water system separate other than Cedar Creek. Figure 6.1 
from the CONG foundation document demonstrates that most visitor 
attractions (boardwalk trails, hiking trails, visitors center, canoe launches) 
are concentrated on the West end of the park while the East end has more 
wilderness area and is more difficult to access. For this reason, this option 
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concentrates sample sites on the West end of the park as well to represent 
areas of high visitation and accessibility. The proposed sample sites for 
this option are displayed in Figure 6.2. 
d. Limitations – This option is still limited in breadth as it is concentrated on 
one end of the park. However, this is justified by the increased visitor 
activity in that area. This option does still exclude numerous other surface 
water sources in the park. 
3. KING, BABR, GAGE, LAKE, Bates Old River, TOMS, CONG 
a. Overview – This option proposed the highest number and most difficult to 
access sample sites. The purpose of a sampling event of this extent is not  
to do so regularly, but to be sampled approximately twice a year to get a 
synoptic sample of a wide range of sites.  
b. Accessibility – There are challenges of accessibility to reach some of these 
sample sites as they are deeper in the park and require longer and more 
difficult hikes. This type of sampling would require multiple participants 
and could potentially benefit separating into small groups to collect 
samples at different sites. Figure 3.1 from the USGS MST project sample 
sites shows some of the sample sites listed above.36 
c. Significance – A sampling event of this size would be very beneficial to 
the information of bacterial water quality monitoring as sample sites are 
spread throughout CONG land and are on several different hydrologic 
features. The sample sites for the USGS MST project were meant to 
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represent all areas and waterbodies of CONG to get a thorough 
understanding of bacteria concentrations.36 For the same reason, it would 
be beneficial for park information to have occasional synoptic samplings 
of this wide range of sample sites. 
d. Limitations – The major limitation of this option is the time, effort, 
resources, and participation required for its completion. Some sample sites 
should only be accessed by knowledgeable and capable participants and 
the time commitment required to collect samples from all seven sites is 
exponentially higher than other sampling options. 
The three sampling options that are outlined can each be beneficial sources of 
information for CONG, but with varying degrees of time, effort, resources, and 
feasibility. All three options, however, include two sites, KING and BABR for the 
purpose of consistency in at least two sites even with the varying use of sample site 
options. 
The ideal recommendation is for citizen science monitoring efforts to use sampling 
option #2 on a monthly or bi-monthly basis as the baseline. Additionally, if resources and 
participation allow, synoptic sampling events using option #3 can be conducted once or 
twice annually to get a broad understanding of bacteria levels throughout CONG waters. 
Option #1 is a more conservative, limited sampling event but can be useful for collecting 
regular data when participation, time, or resources are limited. 
In choosing future sampling events, along with accessibility and importance of 
sample sites, we must also consider the resources required for each option. For the 
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number of sample sites being tested in one sampling event (between 1 and 7) the 
resources required were calculated and include sample bottles, IDEXX reagents, IDEXX 
trays, and DI water. The total number of samples run includes running three samples per 
sample site as well as the necessary lab blanks, cooler blanks, and field blanks required. 
For reference, Figure 6.3 outlines the amount of DI water and the additional cost of 
IDEXX resources required for each number of sample sites being tested. These are 
considered additional resource costs because they only include the cost of IDEXX 
bottles, reagents, and trays and do not consider the additional costs of overall testing such 
as the IDEXX tray sealer, extra sample bottles, pipettes, and other laboratory equipment. 
Cost estimates were derived from past orders of the IDEXX Colilert kit and prices may 
vary. 
An additional recommendation to extend and improve water quality monitoring in 
CONG is to include the collection of other water quality parameters concurrently with 
bacteria concentrations. To accomplish this, the use of a handheld multiparameter water 
quality meter (e.g. YSI, ProDSS) could be purchased and used at sample sites. Meters of 
this type can collect water quality parameters including temperature, pH, dissolved 
oxygen, specific conductance, and turbidity. These data could be stored along with 
bacteria data to have a fuller understanding of water quality parameters in the park by 
providing a wide range of water quality parameters. Depending on the future of the 
program and the available budget, it is also suggested that OGBFREC invest in a small 
autoclave for the laboratory space. Waste management became an issue as it is suggested 
to sterilize IDEXX waste before disposal. A small, tabletop autoclave could be used in 
the convertible laboratory space for sterilization. 
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, the main objective of this project was to develop a water quality 
monitoring program for CONG. Previous water quality monitoring efforts in the area and 
through partnerships have been relatively long term and most have not considered 
bacterial levels in water quality assessments. Fecal contamination and high bacterial 
levels are of a great concern for CONG water quality and environmental issues may 
escalate into the future. Such concerns are related to the public health risk of exposure to 
fecal contamination and its potential to cause human illness as well as the degradation of 
habitats. The water quality concerns outlined in Chapter 2 demonstrated the potential 
susceptibility of severe fecal contamination in CONG waters due to upstream wastewater 
discharges, faulty sewage systems, agricultural and industrial runoff, and pollution from 
animal populations. It is important to understand the sources of bacterial contamination 
and current management practices in order to make informed planning decisions for the 
future protection of ecologically significant waterways. Bacterial sample analysis, 
presented in Chapter 3, shows that there are high levels of E. coli in surface waters of 
CONG. Of specific concern are areas along Cedar Creek and sites where recreational is 
common and there is greater risk of exposure. Results also suggest that bacteria levels are 
higher following precipitation events, generally when creek levels are high. Elevated 
bacteria levels are also associated with increased precipitation events and warmer 
weather. This is especially concerning when considering management practices into the 
future, because climate trends are showing generally warmer temperatures as well as 
more frequent and more intense precipitation events. 
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In order to create a sustainable practice for bacterial water quality monitoring at 
CONG, Chapters 4 and 5 outline methodology and procedures for citizen science that 
includes collecting water samples and testing bacteria concentrations. The continuation of 
this project is justified thorough recommendations for implementing this program into the 
future. The maintenance of this program would provide regular data for water quality 
assessment in and around CONG, which greatly benefits park staff in understanding 








Figure 6.1 This map of CONG boundaries, hydrology, and other features is 
from the park’s Foundation Document.2 
# of Sample Sites Total Samples Run Cost of Resources DI Water
1 7 $25.90 1.2
2 10 $37.00 1.7
3 13 $48.10 2.2
4 16 $59.20 2.6
5 19 $70.30 3.1
6 22 $81.40 3.6
7 25 $92.50 4.1
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Figure 6.2 This map was created in ArcGIS to show the location of the 
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This emerging program at Congaree National Park is focused on implementing water 
quality monitoring in various waters within the park. There are several known sites of 
impaired waters in park boundaries as well as areas of high fecal coliform bacteria and 
E. coli concentrations. The goals of this program include regularly sampling water at 
multiple sites, testing water samples for bacteria concentrations, and reporting results 
to park staff to keep on record for both staff and visitor information. This program will 
be citizen science based in hopes of the continuation of the program by trained VIPs 
(Volunteers in Parks). Through the completion of this training sessions, VIPs will learn 
the methods and protocols for water quality monitoring and will be invited to be 
involved in future sampling events on a regular schedule as they are interested and 
available. This is one of many volunteer opportunities that greatly benefits Congaree 
National Park and could not be completed without the help of our VIPs! Please feel 
free to direct any questions, comments, or suggestions to CONG intern and program 
lead, Shea McCarthy at shea_mccarthy@partner.nps.gov. 
 
II. Trainee Expectations 
 
1. Prepare for a sampling event as you would for a day hike – show up hydrated, 
fed, and enthusiastic! 
2. Wear appropriate walking hiking boots or walking shoes 
3. Dress comfortably for hiking in the given weather and bug condition (long pants 
and sleeves that are lightweight and breathable are great for sun and bug protection) 
4. Pack sunscreen, bug spray, water, snacks, and any other necessities 
 
Notes: 
• Training will be a shortened version of a sampling event 
• A full sampling day will last approximately 6 hours and may include up to 4 
hours in the field 
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III.  
IV. Sampling Day Protocol 
a. Lab Preparation 
 
1. Check incubator temperatures 
2. Keep overhead fans off 
3. Lysol wipe all work benches 
4. Set up equipment and materials on work benches 
b. Labelling 
 
• We will run two types of samples 
1. environmental samples – from our sample sites 
2. blanks - sterile DI water treated as a sample to test for contamination 
• Both types of samples will be given a four-letter short name. Use the following 
examples for reference: 
o Cedar Creek @ Gage – GAGE 
o Myers Creek – MYCR 
o Cedar Creek @ Kingsnake – KING 
o Lab Blank – LABL 
o Cooler Blank – COBL 
o Field Blank – FIBL 
c. Field Prep 
• Fill two sample bottles with sterile deionized (DI) water 
• Label one bottle and its lid as “COBL” for cooler blank 
• Label second bottle and its lid as “FIBL” for field blank 
• Put each bottle in a separate Ziploc bag and label corresponding bags as “cooler 
blank” and “field blank” and include the date 
• For each sample site, label one bottle with the site’s short name and “sample” 
on both the bottle and lid 
• Keep the plastic seal on sample bottles until arrival at sample site 
• Place each sample site bottle in a separate Ziploc bag and label bag with site 
short name and date 
• Pack cooler 
o Trash bag of ice 
o Ziploc bag with ice pack or a small amount of ice 
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o Field blank, cooler blank, sample bottles 
d. Safety 
 
Before going into the field, it is crucial to discuss and understand safety precautions and 
potential hazards. Field hazards may include 
• Heat exhaustion/heat stroke 
• Dehydration 
• Thunderstorms 
• Uneven or slippery terrain 
• Poison Ivy 
• Potentially dangerous animals (snakes, spiders, feral hogs) 
• Driving safety 
 
e. Sample Collection 
For each sample site: 
1. Pack field blank and sample site bottles in the bag with the ice pack and carry in 
a backpack – leaving the cooler in a central location (Visitors Center, Learning Center, 
vehicle) 
Note: ALWAYS keep sample bottles in their respective Ziploc bags until they are taken 
out to collect a water sample 
2. Upon arrival to the sample site, make notes in field notebook of sample site 
location and description, sample site short name, general water level, weather, spot of 
sample grab (ex. Left side of bridge coming from the parking lot) and any other relevant 
observations 
3. Remove plastic seal and put in Ziploc bag (leave no trace!) 
4. Stand as close as possible to the bank in an area where flow is not blocked by 
logs or other interferences (or wade when necessary and safe)  
5. Face the mouth of the bottle into the stream flow, ensuring that you, your 
hands, and any other possible interferences are downstream of the bottle 
6. When prepared to take the sample, remove the lid directly above the water 
(spend as little time with the lid off of the bottle as possible) 
7. Dip the bottle into the water facing the flow 
8. Slightly tilt the bottle while submerged to remove any large air bubbles 
9. Remove the sample from the water and immediately screw on lid 
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10. Return sample bottle to its Ziploc bag and put it back with the ice pack in a 
backpack 
11. When possible, return collected sample to cooler at central location before going 
to the next site 
12. Repeat all steps for each sample site 
f. IDEXX Testing 
Note: Samples must be kept on ice after collection and must be run for bacterial testing 
within 6 hours of collection 
• We will run three sample tests for each sample site at three different dilutions 
(1:100, 1:10, 1:1) 
• At least one field blank, cooler blank, and lab blank will be run to test for 
contamination throughout the process, additional blanks will be run if testing a larger 
amount of samples 
Set up: 
1. Make sure all benches are cleared off and organized 
2. Ensure overhead fans are turned off 
3. For each sample site (ex. GAGE) label three sample bottles and their lids with 
short name and dilution: 
1. GAGE 1:100 
2. GAGE 1:10 
3. GAGE 1:1 
4. For each blank, label a sample bottle and lid with short name (ex. LABL) 
5. Label one quanti-tray for each sample being run (each bottle should have a 
corresponding tray) 
• ONLY write on the silver side of trays – writing on the back/white side before 
sealing the trays can damage the sealer 
• Label trays with small writing along the side of the wells 
6. Set up work benches 
1. Bench #1 – Sterile Deionized water, graduated cylinder, sample bottles 
2. Bench #2 – cooler, autopipettor 
3. Bench #3 – IDEXX reagents, trays, sealer 
7. Plug in sealer, turn on, and allow to warm up (orange light will turn green when 
ready) 
Notes: 
• Wear gloves at all times 
• Change gloves every time you begin handling a new sample site or blank 
• Avoid contamination by keeping all lids closed when bottles are not in use 
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The following pages give step by step instructions for each work bench. Each of the 
three following pages can be left at each work bench for easy reference. 
 
 
Bench #1  
This bench should only hold DI water and sterile equipment  
  
 
Fill DI water:  
Sample Type  Amount of DI water  
1:100 dilution  99 ml  
1:10 dilution  90 ml  
1:1 dilution  50 ml  
Field Blank  None  
Cooler Blank  None  
Lab Blank  100 ml  
  
1. Fill graduated cylinder with DI water to the desired 
amount  
2. Transfer water from graduated cylinder into appropriate 
sample  

















Sample Type  Amount of 
Sample  
  
1:100 dilution  1 ml  Autopipettor set to 1 ml  
1:10 dilution  10 ml  Autopipettor set to 10 ml  
1:1 dilution  50 ml  Autopipettor set to 10 ml (5x)  
Field Blank  100 ml  Autopipettor set to 10 ml (10x)  
Cooler Blank  100 ml  Autopipettor set to 10 ml (10x)  




Bench #3  
 
1. Shake reagent pack and tap on table to move powder 
downward  
2. Pop tab of reagent pack open  
o Open away from your face and others as some powder is 
released when the reagent is popped open  
3. Pour reagent into bottle  
4. Dispose of empty reagent packs in the storage bin labelled 
for IDEXX waste  
5. Put lid on sample bottle and invert 30 times  
o Invert gently to avoid creating bubbles  
o If reagent is not dissolved after 30 inversions, continue 
inverting 10-15 additional times until fully dissolved  
6.  Pour sample into corresponding tray  
7.  Place tray in rubber tray holder  
8.  Send tray through sealer with white paper side up  
9.  When the tray is released, label the white paper side with 
the date, time, short site name, and dilution factor (ex. 8/2 
10:45 CECR 1:100)  
10.  Place tray in incubator  







V. Reading Day Protocol 
• Samples must be read within 24-28 hours of incubation 
• Wear gloves when reading samples – skin must be protected from the black light 
– if sleeves do not cover wrists, be cautious to only put hand and not wrist in the reader 
• Yellow wells are positive for coliform bacteria and wells that are both yellow and 
fluoresce under the black light are positive for E. coli 
• Use the IDEXX comparator when marking positive wells – any well that is as 
yellow as or more yellow than the comparator is a positive well 
 
1. Plug in black light reader and turn on 
2. For each tray, fill in sample read form with sample name, dilution, date and time 
in incubator, and date and time being read 
3. For each yellow well, use a Sharpie to make a hash mark (half of an X) on the 
positive well 
4. Place the tray in the black light reader and look through the viewer 
5. For each fluorescent well, use a Sharpie to make a hash mark the opposite way 
(completing the X) on the positive well 
6. Remove the tray from the light and count each large and small well that is 
positive for coliform bacteria and each large and small well that is positive for E. coli 
7. Note the positive counts on the sample read form 
8. Using the MPN chart, match the number of positive large wells and the number 
of positive small wells to get the MPN count and write it on the sample read form 
9. Have 1-2 additional participants count positive wells and check MPNs to avoid 
miscounting or misreading 
10. Dispose of trays in the storage bin labelled IDEXX waste 
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VI. Task Checklist 
  
WQ Monitoring Checklist
One Week Before Sampling






Check IDEXX reagent expiration date
Check IDEXX comparator expiration date
Order IDEXX supplies as necessary
Schedule use of USC lab
2-3 Days Prior
Pack equipment that needs to be autoclaved
Fill DI water (3-4 Liters)
Fill cooler blank and field blanks with DI
Autoclave DI
Autoclave equipment
Pack sterile equipment in sealed Ziploc bags
Label sample bottles and Ziploc bags with sample site
Seal sample bottles in corresponding bag
One business day prior
Fill incubators with sample bottles of water
Turn incubators on to 95 degrees F
Check incubators at least 4 hours later
Plug in black light and check bulb
Organize learning center and clear all tables
Check stock of gargabe bags, paper towels, surface cleaner
Check stock of gloves, sharpies, safety goggles
Clean out cooler
Day of Sampling
Keep notes in lab notebook including time started
Check incubator temperatures
Organize learning center and clear all tables
Keep overhead fans off
Lysol wipe all work benches
Set up bench #1 sterile DI, graduated cylinders, sample bottles
Set up bench #2 samples, autopipettor, pipette tips
Set up bench #3 reagents, trays, sealer, rubber tray
Plug in sealer and turn on
Make water comparator/blank
Label all sample bottles
Label all Quanti-trays
Make note of sample sites and short names in lab notebook
Run samples within 6 hours of collection
End of Sampling Day
Dispose of reagent packets in labelled waste bin and close top
Wash sample bottles
Put equipment in Ziploc bag and label as used/needs autoclave
Put away all additional equipment
Unplug and store sealer
Lysol wipe all surfaces
Set up black light on bench #3
Empty and clean cooler
Make sure incubator doors are closed
Note end time and notes in lab notebook
Day of Sample Reading
Read samples after 24-28 hours of incubation
Print sample reading form
Note start time and notes in lab notebook
Plug in and turn on black light
Read all samples and note results on sample read form
Dispose of trays in labelled waste bin and close top
Unplug and store black light
Turn off incubators
Note end time and additional notes
Organize learning center
Calculate MPN
Note MPN results in document
Note water level at time of sampling
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